The high pressure equation of state for carbon is constructed by some simple physical models. For solid state, a multiphase equation of state is considered, which includes four solid states. For liquid state，the liquid perturbation theory of CRIS model is used. In the high temperature, the electronic contribution is obtained by the ionization equilibrium theory. The result of our calculation based on the above models is compared with the first principle density functional calculation and the other models. The Hugoniot and the phase diagram of carbon are also compared with the experiments. The results are satisfactory.
Introduction


In the study of inertial confinement fusion (ICF), the equations of state (EOS) of materials at high pressure and temperature are demanded for capsule design. The compression efficiency and shock structure in fusion capsules critically depend on the EOS [1] . When materials have been loaded from ambient condition to high temperature and pressure state, they will go on some phase changes, such as from solid to liquid, from liquid to plasma state. The equation of state used in hydrodynamic simulations must be able to resolve this issue.
At high pressure, carbon has several solid phases [2] , such as graphite, diamond, BC8 (body centered cubic with 8 atom per cell), simple cubic (sc), simple hexagonal (sh). When temperature becomes high, these solid phases will melt. The melting curve of carbon like is an interesting subject of past studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Because of the complex solid phase structures, the melting properties of carbon are different from the other materials (e.g., Si and Ge). For diamond its melting line has a maximum, i.e. the slope of the melting curve changes sign at some pressure, which has been confirmed by the experiment [8] . In the early studies of the equation of state models, the melting line of diamond had a positive slope, which had been shown in the figure of Kerley's article [9] . Fried and Howard [10] got the negative slope by supposing that there are two fluids phases, also see Thiel and Ree's article [11] for graphite's melting line. Whether there is a fluid to fluid phase transition is an unresolved problem. Based on first principles' calculations, Correa et al. [3] and Benedict et al. [2] [8, 14] .
In this article we will give multiphase equation of state of carbon by using Kerley's fluid EOS model [15] . For solid phase Debye model plus anharmonic correction has been used. But for diamond, BC8 and sc phase double Debye model [4] had been used. For electronic excitations the ionization equilibrium theory (IEQ) [16] is used, this model can represent electronic contribution to the EOS properly for low atomic number materials. After giving the EOS for each phase, the phase diagram and the Hugoniot of carbon are calculated. The results are consistent with the ab-initio calculations and the experiments. In Section 2 a brief description of the model is given and in Section 3 the results and the discussion are shown.
Model of Equation of State
Solid Phases
For solid phase Debye model is a good approximation to atomic vibrations, the energy and pressure at temperature T and density  is 9 8 ( , )
where N is total number of atom, B k is the
parameter. For diamond, BC8 and simple cubic phase the phonon spectrum is very complicated and double Debye model [4] should be taken into account. When temperature is high or near melting, anharmonic effect must be considered. The correction to the ion thermal energy coming from anharmonicity is of the form,
where  is a constant independent of volume. The parameters used for each solid phase are taken from Ref. [2] .
Liquid Phase
For liquid carbon we use Kerley's CRIS model [15] to calculate thermodynamic functions, such as energy and pressure. The internal energy of the liquid is
where el E is the contribution of the excited electrons (see next subsection for this part). cr E is defined by the CRIS model,
correspondingly the pressure is
In Eqs. (5) and (6) , , , E E P P     are the higher order correction terms [15] .
Thermal Electronic Contributions
We use ionization equilibrium theory [16] 
where R is the gas constant. 
Cold Energy and Pressure
Although carbon has many solid phases (including liquid phase), its zero temperature energy and pressure can be expressed by the Vinet equation of state [17] , . According to CRIS model one should assign a cold energy and pressure for it [9] . In this work we use the form of Eqs. (10) and (11) In Fig. 1 we show the cold curve for the pressure used in the liquid phase calculation. The dotted line is from Eq. (10), and the black line is from Ref. [2] . From the figure we can see that the two curves are very similar.
Results and Discussion
Based on the equation of state models described in Section 2, we have calculated the phase diagram of carbon, which is shown in Fig. 2 . From the figure we can see that our phase diagram is very similar to that of Ref. [2] , especially for diamond phase, the melting line has a maximum and negative slop, that is, Our result is the red line. The blue and green line are the sesame 7835 [21] and Benedict's result [2] respectively. Dot points with error bar are experimental results of references [8, 14, [18] [19] [20] .
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been supported by the experiment [8] and the first principles calculations [3] [4] [6] [7] . Meanwhile in Fig. 2 we also give the melting lines of other solid phases, such as BC8, sc, sh phase. The results are also consistent with the ab-initio [3] and the model of reference [2] . In Fig. 3 we give the Hugoniot of carbon which is clculated from the above EOS. Here the solid line is the result of our calculation, the dot points with error bar are come from experiments [8, 14, [18] [19] [20] , which were obtained by Laser shock and Z-pinch driven experiments. In Fig. 3 we also show the Hugoniot of Sesame 7835 [21] and the result of Benedict [2] , who use Wallace's liquid EOS model in their calculations. From Fig. 3 we can see that the theory and the experiments nearly coincide. But at high pressure (about 1.5 TPa) the deviations between theory and experiments are very large. This means that the EOS model used in this work needs to be improved further. We expect that this will be solved in the near future. 
Conclusions
